December 2017

FOG members’ 356s were well represented at the 2017 Concours Live event in Sanford, FL. Photo by Jamie Cielewich

Join us for the 2018 Gathering OF the faithful
Feb. 15-18, 2018 at Mission Inn in Howey-in-the-Hills, FL
(details on website)
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Welcome New Members
Alan Winer, Membership Chair

FOG Officers & Contacts

Alan Winer, Trustee (2017)
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner@356FOG.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092
Sharon Cobb, Trustee (2017)
Vice-President and
Event Co-Chair
sacobb75@gmail.com
Mike Davis, Trustee (2018)
Treasurer
madavis356@gmail.com

Diane Landers joins from Palm Beach
Gardens, FL. She previously owned a ’55
Speedster and a ’60 Roadster and is looking
to buy another Speedster. Her contact is
561-225-3535.
Edwin Luna resides in Tarpon Springs, FL.
He is the owner of a 356C since 1969 which
he purchased in Greece while in the military.
He can be contacted at 813-421-0492.
From Miami Beach, FL Joe & Klaudia
Marano drive an older restoration matching
numbers ’65 SC Cabriolet. Their contact is
917-225-1782.

Kenneth & Debbie Schultz join from Winter
Park, FL. They’re the owners of a matching numbers ’64 C Coupe. Contact them at
305-393-9263.
Dave Workman resides in Vilano Beach,
FL and is currently looking to purchase a
356. His contact is 994-328-9423.
Welcome returning member Capt. Jeff
“Hambone” Hathorn who resides in
Melrose, FL. He is the owner of a 1959
(titled) Spyder 1600 C race prepared
by James Cox Racing. Contact him at
352-362-3160.

Submit contact changes to Membership Chair, alanwiner@356FOG.com

Terry Cohen, Trustee (2018)
Event Co-Chair
terrycohen@comcast.net
Paul Raben, Trustee (2018)
Email Coordinator and
Facebook Administrator
praben356@gmail.com

Performance Service & Support

John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
Janis Croft
Webmaster/FOGlight Editor
jlcfog@gmail.com
Website:
www.356FOG.com
Facebook:

At Troysport, we share your passion for Porsche.
Our 40 years of experience allows us to offer the
following services for the complete line of Porsche vehicles.

Porsche 356 - Florida Owners Group

Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003
The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG). It
is published in even-numbered
months. Send articles, photos
and suggestions to: Janis Croft,
Webmaster / FOGlight Editor at
jlcfog@gmail.com

Engine:

maintenance, updates and repairs;
rebuilds to factory or race specs

Transaxle service:

street; performance; custom gearing

Restoration:

interior, exterior, structural, top installation

In addition we offer:

DE and race prep as well as full race car
builds and driver coaching

3838 Commerce Loop, Orlando, Fl., 32803
For consultation or an appointment call Sid at:

407-297-7733 www.troysport.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

GREEK MYTHOLOGY 101 AND
CAR MAINTENANCE
by Alan Winer

Winer’s Theory of Procrastination simply states “why
do today what you can do tomorrow” or “there is always
something to be done before you do the things you need to
do.” Now you may be under the misconception that procrastination is a negative attitude but that has not always been
the case.
Back in the hey-day of the Greek Empire, Procrastamus,
the Greek God of Procrastination, theorized that delay
or postponing was a positive attribute. This was a widely
held and accepted belief. But somehow for reasons
unknown, he became out of favor with his peers and his
beliefs took on a derogatory connotation. PC isn’t really
a contemporary mind set—it can be traced back to the
Greek civilization. Procrastamus’ theories were deemed
politically incorrect. He was stripped of his God status,
removed from the Registry of Greek Gods and his dedicated
constellation in the South summer sky was reconfigured to
be a bear or maybe it was that sauce pan object.

hard pedal. My initial diagnosis seemed correct, it had to be
the master cylinder.
Now I am rebuilding the engine with a big bore kit, doing
a 12 volt conversion and installing a dual master cylinder
with an electric brake light switch. And I believe this to be
scheduling of the brake issue. Now I realize that some may
say that’s a fine line between procrastination and scheduling.
But the end result is that I have a safer dual brake system and
that’s a positive thing.
Before I tore down the oily, grease-caked engine, I spent
days—well maybe a week, reorganizing my small parts
drawers so if I needed a part for the engine rebuild I would
be able to find it. And when I was ready to start assembling
the engine, I spent quite a few days—not quite a week, building a jig to re-surface and polish my rocker arms. Approach/
avoidance had crossed my mind but prioritizing seemed the
more acceptable procedure for my actions.

Procrastination just may be a good thing, preparation for
doing a job is not a negative value. According to Procrastamus the action of delaying or postponing something for
specific reasons can be positive. If procrastination means
simply delay, then we should be comfortable placing it
along with the similar concepts of scheduling or prioritizing.
But we don’t. Consider this, if you put off something purposefully because you think it’s a good idea to delay, you’re not
procrastinating—you’re scheduling or prioritizing.

Procrastamus had become a victim of his time, caught up in
the redefining of values and assumed correctness. But his
basic theories have validity and Winer’s theory of procrastination is based on his observations. There is this Country
Western song by Brad Paisley, its title “Time Well Wasted”.

I spent about eight months with a rear brake caliper piston
sticking on my C Coupe. If I didn’t drive the beast for a
week, I would have to lift up the piston seal with a dental
pick, spray Kroil Oil around the piston and work it in and
out until it freed up—until it stuck again next time. So, after
eight months of “prioritizing,” I bit the bullet and purchased
all new stainless steel pistons, new pads, new rubber hoses
and had the rotors resurfaced. I bled the crap out of the lines
and could never get a hard pedal. Eventually I suspected it
was a faulty master cylinder, but I just didn’t want to replace
it. You know the script, remove the seat, working down there
in no man’s land around the pedal cluster, a messy job with
a guaranteed lower back ache. Now on the 356 Registry
Forum many have stated that if you put on miles you will get
the pesky reluctant air bubbles to move up to the reservoir.
So I drove it up to the Southern 356 Drive in Georgia and
that didn’t do it. So I drove it another few years and still no

Janis has this pad of chores for me to do, it has many items
listed. If I do two or three of the list items and cross them
out, she adds two or three more. There’s always the same
amount of items to do, so realizing that I don’t make any
progress with the list, I just don’t do any of them…. And that
might be considered procrastination.

GOF deadlines
Special Rate Hotel Rooms - Jan. 16, 2018
Registration w/shirt - Jan. 16, 2018
Registration w/o shirt - Feb. 9,2018
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Twenty Two FACTORY OPTIONS,
1962 S-90, Sunroof Coupe, #119205
By Gerry Curts

I have been a PCA member (and a 911 guy) for almost 40
years. About five years ago, my wife Beth and I started attending FOG events with the encouragement of our friends the
Remillards, Rekers, and Pete Bartelli. Those guys seemed to
have a great time enjoying these wonderful little Porsches,
so Beth and I decided we needed to find a nice 356 driver.
The search began. After too many “not the right car” false
starts, we saw a 1962 “B” coupe advertised in Auto Trader
and located in Gainesville. Pete Bartelli and I made the drive
to see the car, #119205. This appeared to be a reasonably
nice driver. It was painted Guards Red and had a big bore
kit with Webers installed. It appeared to have good panel fit
with no obvious evidence of serious body damage. I bought
the car. Driving back to Tampa was a pleasure; this little car
drove well, had good power, and looked decent.

Beth with car when originally purchased.
Finding one of these radios is rare for Mercedes; almost
impossible for Porsches. I found one in Italy, a non-working
unit for $4500. I passed on Italy and finally found one in
Belgium and had it restored by Becker USA in Newark, NJ.

Back home, Pete and I started going through the volumes of
paperwork that came with the car. #119205 had an interesting history. Originally it was a tourist delivery in Paris to a
dentist and his wife from Hawaii. It passed through seven
different owners before me and was partially restored twice.
The COA showed a long list of options. The Kardex was
assumed reliable and once the German was translated, we
realized that this car was, in fact, delivered with 22 factory
options. Most had long since gone missing or been removed.
Several options are unique. For example, the paint is identified on the COA as “light green metallic.” More digging into
the history of the car revealed that the color had been chosen
by the dentist’s wife to match the color of the water in the
lagoon near their home in O’ahu, Hawaii. Also, the paint
was mixed in Hawaii and sent to the factory—very unusual.
Too much paint was sent, resulting in 3-1/2 kilos of unused
paint being returned with the car during delivery. During the
current restoration, we found many places where the original
paint was still present.
Using a paint spectrophotometer, the color
was matched perfectly
and, regardless of the
COA, is not metallic.
Paint chip against leather sample

As the history of the car unfolded, it became clear that this
car deserved a proper (read “expensive and time consuming”) restoration. Damn, we just wanted a nice fun driver,

Another special option is the radio. It’s a Becker “Grand
Prix,” common in high end Mercedes, but not so in Porsches.
The radio is the second most expensive option on the car. Full
leather interior cost $450, the Becker radio $420. Finding
one of these ended up being the most challenging quest in
the restoration. I learned that the shafts for the control knobs
in Becker radios are different for Mercedes and Porsche.
The Porsche style knobs only fit on the Porsche radio shafts.
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now this is headed to another perfectly restored rare car that
will likely be a “Show Car”. I have been down that road
before and really just wanted a nice driver. With Pete Bartelli’s guidance, I contacted Tim Herman in Hickory, NC. Tim
is well known as one of the best restorers of early Porsches
in the US. His work has won acclaim in the most prestigious
shows in the country. Tim was the right choice for me.

Everything was looking great …………Until ………The
body was chemically stripped. There was thick filler everywhere on the body. Whoever had done the previous body
work used metal filings mixed in the “bondo” to successfully foil my magnet test. The car had been hit hard in the
rear. The firewall was so badly rusted, I was surprised it
was still there. Both door bottoms and the floor pan were
gone. Whoever did this work had done a great job of matching outstanding filler work to disguising incompetent metal
work. When the car came out of the chemical strip process,
Tim Herman didn’t call me for over a week. He did not want
to be the bearer of such bad news.

Pete and I trailered the car to the Herman and Walker shop
in Hickory. All of us were impressed with the condition of
the body. There was evidence of some damage to the left
front corner, but the panel fit and gaps were truly remarkable. Before I bought the car, I had gone over it carefully
with a magnet looking for excessive “bondo” and found
none. Both Pete and Tim agreed, the restoration of the
body would probably be relatively easy. Finding the many
missing options looked to be the big challenge. Boy, were
we all wrong!

When he did call and after some consideration, Tim and I
discussed options. Perhaps the smart choice would be to
sell off the already restored parts and junk the body shell.
The market would be strong because the vast majority of
the restored parts were now in excellent condition and
were 100% Concours correct. I seriously considered this
option for a couple of weeks. The financial impact would be
minimal and I would then be in position to find a nice 356
driver which started this process.
The other option would be to continue the restoration of
#119205. This car is so very unique, it is literally one of
one. The original color is spectacular. We have verified and
confirmed delivery with 22 factory options. Although I had
heard of two cars with more options, neither was verifiable.
Continuing the restoration would definitely mean considerably more restoration costs. I would likely end up upside
down with this venture.
Beth and I finally made the difficult decision to proceed with
the restoration. Our determination is now stronger than ever
to do this car right. This goal, shared by Tim Herman, is to
restore this 356 to the condition and completeness as originally delivered at Sonauto Porsche in Paris, France, March
28, 1962.

Herman and Walker’s shop
As soon as Tim had the car disassembled, I collected many
of the removed items. The instruments, full interior, five
correctly dated wheels, and a few other items were sent to
California for restoration. Pete found and I purchased a near
perfect tool kit and travel kit. I found and restored literally
hundreds of items from the correct shock absorbers, to trim
items, hardware, lights, luggage rack, manuals, etc. I’m sure
everyone who has restored a car gets this.

I want to give special mention to Pete Bartelli. Pete has been
my close friend for too many years to recall. His knowledge,
help, guidance, 356 passions, and have substantially contributed to this restoration process.

Tim Herman searched through his “secret stash” and found
a complete NOS engine top end: pistons, beautiful unique
black heads and cylinders for a Super 90 motor. He also had
a pair of the NOS Solex P-II-4 Carbs with the air cleaners and
manifolds. We ordered a new full wiring harness with bullet
connectors. The transmission and suspension all seemed to
only need cleaning and new hardware. The windshield is
starting to delaminate, so a new one was ordered. All the
chrome items were sent away to be stripped, polished and
re-chromed.

Gerry checking out progress at Herman and Walker shop.
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Concours Live
by Alan Winer

A masterful “celebration of motoring technology, craftsmanship and luxury” was held at the Orlando Sanford International Airport the evening of November 18. Staged in and
around transformed aeroport hangers were classic and exotic
automobiles and motorcycles, contemporary and vintage
aircraft and unique watercraft. There were various progressive food stations, premium beverage service, and desert
stations all presented among live entertainment.The evening
concluded with a grand fireworks display. The proceeds of
the event were distributed among many worthy charities.
FOG attendees Alan Winer and Janis Croft, John and Jan
Reker, Mike and Debbie Owen and Jamie and Scott Cielewich were among the many invited to display their cars.

John Reker’s ‘65 Champagne Yellow C cab and Mike Owen’s
‘69 tangerine 911S with factory sunroof

Jamie and Scott Cielewich with their ‘62 Carrera 2 GS with
electric sunroof

Alan Winer’s ‘59 Fjord Green A coupe, one of the last in the
T2 series

FOG members John and Jan Reker, Mike and Debbie Owen and Janis Croft and Alan Winer (standing) enjoying the Concours.
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Hurricane Irma

called for an appointment and arrived with fear and trepidation. I was greeted by a very pleasant receptionist and was
directed to her husband who handled the collector cars. I
found out he was a Marine and since I too had been in Viet
Nam I felt immediately relaxed. He began work on my car
as I sat in the office. Occasionally, he came out for a break
and we exchanged war stories.

by John Lovejoy

Well, Irma did it to me, how about you? Someone hit my
car with one of my wood window hurricane coverings
while installing or removing them. I had protected the car
with shipping quilts and thought she was safe from accidental hits. It wasn’t until a few weeks later that I removed the
quilts. There on the front left fender was a dent or crease
apparently caused by one of the panels.

Finally, he came in and invited me to come look at my pride
and joy. I was amazed, I could not see where the dent and
crease had been. The cost was several hundred dollars but
compared to a whole fender repaint that probably would
not have matched, it was a deal. “Never Happened” was
a very positive experience and I highly recommend them.
They are located in Jacksonville; check out their webiste:
http://www.neverhappenedpdr.com.

Needless to say, I was upset. How could this happen to my
pride and joy! After sulking a few days, I decided to call my
guru, Prez Alan, and he directed me to a place called “Never
Happened.” Their business is paint less dent removal. I

Editor’s note: “Paint less dent repair (PDR), also known as paint less dent removal, describes a method of removing minor
dents from the body of a motor vehicle. A wide range of damage can be repaired using PDR as long as the paint surface is
intact. PDR may be used on both aluminum and steel panels. The method can also be utilized to prepare a damaged panel
for repainting by minimizing the use of body filler. This technique is currently known as “push to paint” or “push for paint”.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paintless_dent_repair)

classifieds

SOLD
FOR SALE: Used steering wheel officially for 356B
T-5, but very similar to T-6 wheel. Fits B or C cars. Good
condition, no cracks, usual surface wear. You can have
this professionally restored for $350 at Koch’s Steering
Wheel and end up with a “new” wheel for about what
most people want for a used one. $395. Buyer pays
shipping.Contact John Reker at jreker@cfl.rr.com.

FOR SALE: 1964 Porsche 356 C Coupe. Restored
completely 2 years ago. It has been FOG-owned for
more than 40 years. Contact Jack Cutright of Gainesville at 352-514-3828 for more information.
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Driving Update

3. Driving rules for owners of more than one 356—All miles
count that are driven by the member or his/her immediate
family regardless of which 356 is being driven. The reported miles are the sum of the miles driven by the multiple
356s. “Double” miles do not count when more than one
356 is driven on the same trip by different family members.
In that case, only the miles driven on one of the vehicles
can be counted, and the miles put on the other vehicle must
be subtracted from the contest miles on that vehicle. Miles
driven on our 356s by other than family members do not
count
4. All reporting is on the honor system.

by Dennis Brunotte

Our 2017 Driving Contest resulted in a record setting
mileage total by our participants, surpassing the 112,000
miles amassed the previous year (actual results of this past
year will be announced at The Gathering of the Faithful in
February.) Our new contest for 2018 begins on Monday,
December 18 and will most likely result in a truly significant
landmark, and for that reason you might want to join our fun
if for no other reason than to have your name listed on the
official logbook. It will be impressive, so consider submitting your miles when we call for interim reports. Here are
the contest rules:

I’ll see you at The Gathering in February when our top ten
mileage makers will be recognized. And if you are new to
our contest, please send me your email address so that I may
include you in our bimonthly request for driving updates.
This coming year will be special—add your name to our
logbook by contacting me at dkbrunotte@gmail.com. Thank
you for joining our fun.

1. Vehicle—The vehicle/body must be a 356 manufactured
by Porsche with a chassis number listed as being manufactured 1948 through 1965. The engine can be any Porsche or
non-Porsche engine.
2. Driving rules for owners of one 356—All miles count that
are driven by the owner or his/her immediate family (spouse,
children.) Miles driven by others are not counted.

Central Florida Drive and Dine

Northeast Florida luncheon

Once the weather breaks from the hot summer, we try to do
a drive and dine where we have tops down, windows open,
and dine outside. Our favorite place is JB Boondocks in
Howey-in-the- Hills. It just cannot be beat. Located right on
Little Lake Harris, where some patrons cruise in by boat, we
eat out on the deck with a gentle breeze.

A beautiful fall day brought out the NE members on a drive
to Barbara Jeans on the Intercoastal for she-crab soup and
other delicasies.— Janis Croft

We met in Orlando and tourmeister Jan Reker handed out
the driving instructions for our hour and a quarter back roads
tour, taking in Sugarloaf Mountain, the highest elevation in
peninsular Florida.
We had a delightful group of eight 356’s and 15 people,
including new members Lloyd and Connie Woosley. If
you sign up for the Gathering in February, you too can have
lunch at JB’s after the Friday tour. — John Reker

Jim and Cathy Voss leading the caravan to Barbara Jeans.
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Monthly Regional Meetings
One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly marvelous group of people–
our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events,
we have developed a system of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or
call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at
vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Meeting dates to be announced. Contact Bill Hunkapiller at bhunkapiller@yahoo.com or at 850-694-5435
for additional information.
Southeast Florida: Breakfast (Porsches & Pancakes, as we call it) First Saturday of each month at different locations while our
regular spot is closed for major renovations. Contact Randy Gananathan at rdgananathan@gmail.com for more info.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando Lopez at
(727) 417-1120 or mk2lopez@yahoo.com

Use the MESSAGE BOARD
An alternative way to post Sale and WTB items and for
asking technical advice. To prevent spammers, there will be
one universal password for easy access. To post or reply, you
need to personally register following the site instructions.
Save personal password to use for removing your ads and to
make future postings.
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

Sending our best wishes to our 356 friends in California. Stay safe. Photo is by Viktor Miles as he prepares to evacuate from
his Ojai home in his 356 ahead of the Thomas fire.
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